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Abstract

The increase in people on the move creates populations that are culturally diverse. People meet various challenges regarding the migration process, social life, jobs and health issues. When a person suffers from acute and critical illness, he/she may be in need of intensive care. The aim of this study was to explore the comprehension of culture, caring and gender among first and second generation immigrant women as relatives on their encounters with intensive care nurses in Norwegian hospitals. A design based upon discursive psychology to explore subject positions, interpretative repertoires and ideological dilemmas focused immigrant female relatives’ experiences with a cultural and gender perspective. Immigrants who were relatives to critically ill people were interviewed. The results of the discourse analysis revealed the following themes: being the caring person as woman, being intertwined between the Western hospital culture and the original family culture and belonging to a minority in a Western majority culture. Conclusion: The women in the families with a critically ill family member mainly act as the caring person. There are dilemmas in how much every family transfer the responsibility for their loved one to the nurses. Anxious attitudes regarding caring activities are rarely linked to their cultural background.
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1 Introduction

The increase in global mobility creates populations that are culturally diverse in almost all countries. The understanding of the relationship between migration and health is limited.[1] Culture involves diversity concerning understanding of illness, disease, gender and family position. An understanding of culture is associated with common language, knowledge and values as well as mutual experiences transferred from earlier generations.[2] Multiculturalism promotes diversity and recommends that all cultural groups should be treated with respect and equality.[2] When a person with an immigrant background suffers an illness and encounters the Norwegian health system, the previous factors may be intertwined and create challenges for all family mem-
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immers.[4] Biomedical medicine including pathological approaches dominates the understanding of disease in the Western world. Holistic medicine, including beliefs and balance between people and nature and between people and the supernatural world[5] represent the dominant understanding of illness in Eastern societies.[6]

Immigrants to Norway are defined into two groups: Immigrants who were born abroad and moved to Norway by two foreign-born parents, and Norwegian-born children with two immigrant parents (descendants). Immigrants who were born abroad and moved to Norway are so-called first generation immigrants, while Norwegian-born children with two immigrant parents are called second generation immigrants. The immigrants in Norway and their Norwegian-born children constitute more than 12 percent of the whole population, or more than 710,000 persons.[7] Norwegian statistics refer to second generation children as “immigrants” when in fact they are Norwegian nationals. Second generation immigrants are influenced by traditional Western perspectives like equal status and equal opportunities.

Gender is traditionally considered as a deep and stable structure.[8] Gender in Western societies has been constructed through psychological, cultural and social means, unlike sex, which has been described by biology in terms of anatomy, hormones and physiology.[9] Whether, for instance, gender is considered as a natural phenomenon or a constructed phenomenon depends upon who consider it to be natural. Gender and stereotypical roles are negotiated in everyday situations in the constantly changing society. Traditionally in most cultures women have a subordinate position in relation to men.[10] According to Rosaldo[11] and Lewellen[12] men are mostly engaged in activities in the public sphere or outside the home and independent of their family. On the contrary, women perform tasks at home for their own family, which may involve gender-specific work.

When a person suffers from acute and critical illness, he/she may be in need of intensive care and medical treatment in the intensive care units in hospitals. Care, the fundament for professional nursing, includes emotional involvement and empathy for the patient where nurses act in an unselfish way.[13] In addition, the roles of the nurses and physicians will influence the intensive care culture in the way they communicate with the patients and their families, how they communicate with each other and how they interact with and to some extent lead cooperative health professionals.[14]

Nurses’ experiences of caring for culturally diverse patients and their families is reported as complex due to the interrelatedness of multiple personal and contextual factors like the setting of health care, the support of colleagues, the institutional climate, the foundation of education, and the presence of different values.[15]

Nailon[16] points out central factors to promote communication more effectively when linguistic differences occur with multi-linguistic families, such as nurses’ skills working with interpreters, interpreter availability, and accuracy. Some nurses use the perspective of the individual patient and family, while others have stereotypical views of the patient’s cultural group.[17] In the comprehension of nurses encountering immigrants with different cultural and religious background, the nurses are often linked to nursing as a female activity, where the male patient or family members often fulfill these stereotypes.[18] More than 90 percent of Norwegian nurses are female.[19] When multicultural families encounter the Norwegian health system they mostly encounter female nurses, which represent the Western dominant construction of femininity. In Scandinavian countries the intensive care units and their milieu are mainly staffed by intensive care nurses. For that reason the families are primarily entrusted to female carers.

Previous investigations of encounters between family members with an immigrant history and nurses reveal various conflicts. In a study among intensive care nurses in Norway three different conflicts were unveiled: culturally based need to actively participate in the care versus nurses’ professional perception of themselves as total care providers, nurses’ professional obligation to provide comprehensible information versus culturally based communication difficulties and responses to illness and families’ need for cultural norms and self-determination versus nurses’ professional responsibility for the clinical environment.[4] The term family refers to people who are bound together by emotional relations between members linked by socialization who define themselves as family.[20] Families with an immigrant history are considered as families with a minority and different cultural background than Norwegian.

The aim of this study was to explore the comprehension of culture, caring and gender among first and second generation immigrant women as relatives on their encounters with intensive care nurses in Norwegian hospitals. The research question was: What subject positions, interpretative repertoires and ideological dilemmas are negotiated in stories of immigrant women in critical care nursing?

2 Methods

2.1 Design

Discourse analysis is described as a research method that "examines human speech and writing, actions and products (texts) to identify and analyse these ways of understanding"[21] Moreover, it is necessary to emphasize that there are "no formal procedures to do discourse analysis".[22] Instead, discourse analysis could be seen as an approach of a phenomenon in which to reveal contrasts, dichotomies and underlying opinions in human relations.

The design of the present study is based upon discourse analysis, while discursive psychology, a branch of discourse
analysis, is used to focus on retrospective experiences of immigrant female relatives’ encounters with nurses in intensive care units. To some extent, qualitative analysis will scrutinize the bases on which diverse interpretations of clinical phenomena are developed.[23]

The two concepts discourse and interpretative repertoires are closely linked together in discourse methodology. However, there are differences and similarities between them.[24] In this paper the theoretical frame draws from discursive psychology and the concept of interpretative repertoires and negotiations[24–26] and social constructionism.[27] In social constructionism the power of languages can be seen in terms of what they are rather than what they do. The terms used in communication are important in order to communicate our values and beliefs. According to Gergen,[28] constructionism does not try to rule on what is or what is not real. People can use language to construct lived experiences of the world as well as themselves. In social processes in everyday life people negotiate between identities and use social structures of interpretative repertoires, which are always in focus.[24, 25] Interpretative repertoires is an analytic term which denotes the extent of culturally available resources that people use when making sense of experiences and construct themselves, events and phenomena when communicating with others.

2.2 Participants and data collection

Participants were recruited from three university hospitals and one regional hospital in Norway. The participants were chosen being a family member of a patient who had been critically ill and admitted to the ICU for a minimum of three days within the previous six months.

The cultural background of the sample consisted of three family members, where two were daughters of immigrant fathers who were critically ill and deceased in intensive care units in Norway, as shown in Table 1. One daughter was an immigrant born abroad and the other was Norwegian born with immigrant parents. One had a Chinese (second generation) and one had a Vietnamese cultural origin (first generation). Both daughters were Buddhists and both had an education at university level. One participant (first generation) was the sister of an Eritrean immigrant woman. She was a Christian. Their age ranged from 24 to 29 years and they all spoke Norwegian.

### Table 1: Demographics of participant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender/age</td>
<td>Family relation to patient</td>
<td>Cultural background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀/24</td>
<td>Daughter</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀/29</td>
<td>Daughter</td>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀/29</td>
<td>Sister</td>
<td>Eritrean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ICU = intensive care unit

The data was collected by the first author (SH) conducting narrative interviews.[29] The interviews lasted for approximately one and a half hours. Two participants were interviewed in their homes six to seven weeks after their fathers’ death. One of the participants (sister) was interviewed at the hospital when her next of kin was admitted to the hospital. In the interviews, the participants were asked about nursing situations concerning their loved ones, their communication with nurses and their satisfaction and disappointments of being treated as a family member of an acute and critically ill person in an ICU. Examples of the questions asked in the interviews are: “How did you feel about the nurses who were providing care for your father/sister?” “What kind of help did you receive from the nurses?” All the interviews were audio-taped and transcribed verbatim.

2.3 Data analysis

The data from the participants was analysed by means of terms from discursive psychology like subject positions, interpretative repertoires and ideological dilemmas as described by Edley,[24] and Seymour-Smith and Wetherell.[30] The process of analysis started with the verbatim transcription of the interviews. The transcribed interviews were read several times searching for the participants’ self-understanding and position as female relatives, and the kind of interpretative repertoires and ideological dilemmas that appeared from the data. The analysing process was created through repetitive readings looking for similarities and differences in the repertoires dominating the material.

2.4 Ethical considerations

Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics in Norway (No.518-04198) which accepted the research protocol and strategies for informed consent. The study was reported to the Norwegian Social Science Data Services, who gave their receipt to fulfil the project (No.11753). All the participants received oral and written information and gave their written
consent to participate.

3 Results and discussion

The participants revealed various comprehensions of their positions as relatives of critically ill family members in an intensive care unit. Their opinions were linked to the participants’ gender positions and their cultural background. The discourse analysis resulted in construction of the following themes: being the caring person as a woman, being intertwined between the Western hospital culture and the original family culture, and belonging to a minority in a Western majority culture.

3.1 Being the caring person as a woman

Caring for others is often looked upon as basic human nature. The following section analyses the discourse of being a woman and simultaneously being the caring person. The discourse focuses the prerequisite of caring within a family and the female nurses’ role in professional care.

A dialogue between the researcher (R:SH) and a participant (P) follows:

R: Do you think it was suitable or not to visit your father being a close family member, being his daughter?

P: I was glad to visit him. He is my father, so I have no objection to support him.

R: Do you think it is good?

P: Yes.

R: Your mother in all this, how did it work for her? She was in a position in-between.

P: She couldn’t do anything else, so she had to stay by my father.

R: What do you think about the fact that she was visiting him a lot?

P: He was very glad about that. He didn’t want to stay at the hospital alone.

R: When you spent some time there, using your own words, could you say anything about how it was to visit him at the hospital?

P: What do you really mean?

R: Could you stay in his room as much as you wanted or did you have to be there at appointed visiting hours?

P: It was very flexible. I could go whenever I wanted. The nurse said it was OK. At times, there were a lot of visitors and that was somewhat problematic. However, the nurses were very nice, and they explained that there have to be some restrictions in the number of visitors. We did understand that.

The dialogue shows that both the daughter (the participant) and her mother were acting as caring persons for their sick family member.

The dialogue below took place between the Eritrean woman and R:SH.

R: If you’ll try to summarize why you are at the hospital, would you say it is because you want to help her with something or is it just because you manage the language?

P: I’m staying here just for my own sake, because I feel uneasy. It’s easier and one feels more comfortable when one is near than if one is far away.

R: Is she so seriously ill that her life is threatened?

P: I was really in another country the last four months, from last August. I took my exam. I felt that I was in between. I have just left everything and I came because it was that acute with my sister.

R: Is it uncertain how it will work out with her?

P: Yes, it’s quite uncertain. It’s quite serious. However, we’ll hope for the best.

R: What about her children? You say that your sister is much older than you. How old are they?

P: She has children who are both older and younger than me.

R: Are they also with her a lot?

P: All her children are not here. Two of her children stayed behind in Eritrea.

In the first dialogue the daughter and mother confirm their caring position, while in the second dialogue it is more unclear concerning the sister’s considerations in relation to the sick family member. She said that she was visiting her sister for her own sake, not as a representative of the family or as support for her sister. This woman seems to assume a passive position without any specific responsibility for caring for her sick sister. Although she participated in for instance braiding her sister’s hair, she was not present in practical nursing situations otherwise. On the other hand she was sitting at her sister’s bedside almost all the time, which may be understood as a caring activity. One way to interpret this situation is that the sister was attending her sick sister either because of obligation as a close family member or because her sister was very important for her in her adolescence in Eritrea. These interpretations may be explained as a basic human relationship or more or less due to strong cultural artefacts within the Eritrean family.

The father of one of the daughters had some critical reflections of the intensive care nurses before he died. The daughter expressed herself on behalf of her father:

P: ... at that time he could not visit the bathroom him-
self. He got a bowl or something in his bed, and it had to be drained manually. He said that the nurses were against doing it for him.

It is strange to think that nurses are against him for this reason because assisting a patient with intimate issues such as giving a bowl in bed is an ordinary caring activity for nurses. One way of interpreting this statement is that the father may feel that his masculinity is endangered when getting help outside the family, because independence and physical strength are main characteristics of masculinity. The reflections were possibly linked to social and cultural constructions of masculinity and being a father of a whole family, because he accused the nurses of being not compliant.

Another interpretation of the caring position as a female member of an immigrant family may be that caring is deeply rooted in women’s lives in African and Asian families. When families from these continents migrate to Europe and Northern countries they transfer their “social capital” and habits to their new social setting. According to this comprehension the obvious feminine obligation to take care of family members has probably been integrated in young immigrant daughters when one of their loved ones is admitted to hospital. The caring attitude seems to be rooted in second generation immigrant women’s upbringing even if they are born and socialized in a Scandinavian country where this intention is somewhat vague.

3.2 Being intertwined between the Western hospital culture and the original family culture

In Norwegian hospitals both the nursing and medical staff are mainly socialized and embedded in the Western culture. Consequently, both health and disease are rooted in Western society with a biomedical view of the body. In the following section there is a discourse between being a relative to a critically ill family member living in the Norwegian culture and the characteristics of belonging to an original non-Western culture.

The participants contrasted their parents’ cultural background and their Norwegian friends in a new culture. A dialogue between the daughter of a sick father and the researcher ran like this:

R: Was it more problematic for you than the nurses?

P: My father shared a room with others and it was somewhat difficult for other patients that we were so many visitors at the same time. However, there was no big group visiting him every day. That took place only few times.

The female participant with a migration history from China described that she automatically acted as carer in an altruistic way: “I was visiting my father often and talked most” and “I am gladly visiting him”. Since the daughter spoke Norwegian better than her mother she became the primary contact between the family and the nursing staff. "Initially my mother stayed at the hospital almost all the time.” However, “I speak Norwegian better than my uncle, although he speaks very well”. In the same sequence the daughter expressed being satisfied with the care of the nurses, mainly women, based on a caring ideology dedicated in their socialization to the caring profession.

The participant above describes herself in a subject position being Norwegian. She identifies herself as a Norwegian citizen. She also positions herself as a modern Norwegian woman with a good education and being a cohabitant with a Norwegian man. In her childhood her mother was at work, and she has a non-Norwegian appearance with her Asian background. When her father became ill she took a caring role by staying at the hospital with her father. This positioning attitude may be linked to constructions of femininity and would presumably be the same for a daughter with Norwegian origin. One interpretation is that this seems quite natural for the daughter and it may also be justified being of Asian origin. In non-Western families the social link between generations may be somewhat stronger compared to traditional Western families. Furthermore, this may be based on a broad and caring family sector where care and cure are mainly offered inside the family, instead of seeking assistance from the professional health systems or the so-called popular sector. In the described situation the participant fulfills the Chinese cultural tradition as a caring daughter showing love and respect for her father. However, being born and raised in a Norwegian society, where the public health care system and caring services are well organized, she negotiated between the Norwegian and the Chinese traditional constructions of femininity. On the other hand it could also be understood as an ideological dilemma when this Chinese family left most of the caring responsibility to the professional nurses, while in the Chinese culture the family is the primary support system and takes on the responsibility for a sick family member also when she/he is in a hospital. One reason for this handover of caring from the daughter’s point of view is her fear of disturbing tubes and other medical equipment in connection with her father’s intensive care. The father expressed to his daughter some kind of disappointment about the nurses’ caring for him, especially linked to personal toilet.

According to language brokering and interpretation in bilingual families, young people have a strong representation of what a “normal” childhood comprises. In immigrant families children and young people often act as language brokers for their parents. Findings in the present study have no clear indications that the daughters of the critically ill immigrant fathers were language brokers. On the other hand, the daughters have grown up in a society where they have learned the Norwegian language, which was different for their fathers. Consequently, the daughters seem to act as indirect language brokers between their fathers who
were patients in biomedical hospitals and their family members often enclosed by alternative medical adjustments. It is stated that health care professionals need more competence in assessing individual needs among immigrants regarding language barriers and unexpected behaviour related to cultural differences.[36]

Another dilemma occurred when the family was visiting her father in the intensive care unit. In the daughter’s Chinese family there was an implied attitude that many family members had to visit a family member who is ill, and the ill person could not be left alone when he will pass away. In China, a good death means to stay near one’s family and prepare oneself to die without pain and suffering. Buddhists also believe in rebirth and being able to enter death with a positive state of mind. Being surrounded by one’s family one can contribute to a rebirth on a higher level of existence.[6] The Chinese daughter emphasizes that the nurses met her and the remaining part of her family with flexibility. On the other hand the participant perceived a certain reservation when a nurse said that the family could not visit her father too many at a time. The participant expressed that she understood this precaution, which the nurses justified to protect other patients against noise and stress. According to Chinese customs and the Buddhist religion, the daughter experienced that her father was dressed in his clothes by her relatives after he died. In Norway, private dressing of a dead person is more or less linked to non-religious reasons.[37]

The discourse of being intertwined between the Western hospital culture and the original family culture is expressed in different sections of the interviews. The daughter of the Chinese father said that the family was anxious about doing something wrong due to a lot of equipment connected to the father when he was in ICU. Accordingly the family handed all care to the intensive care nurses. In this way the daughter shows humility and subservience towards professional carers. If this position is linked to her Chinese cultural background it may be contrary to Norwegian and Western self-determination and autonomy, which is distinguished in all Norwegian health legislation. Empowering the patient and taking into account the patients’ autonomy has been an increasing issue in the Norwegian health care system in the last decade. Likewise, Western family members and relatives are also anxious when it comes to handle medical equipment which is attached to the patient.

The daughter also enters a subject position of negotiation between the Norwegian and Chinese culture by explaining the difference between her own family and Norwegian ones when she talks about special Chinese ways to talk to each other;

*P*: *If the Chinese talk to each other very loudly it could be looked upon as if they are quarrelling, which can be unpleasant for those listening.*

Some cultural differences are expressed in the fact that Chinese family members expect to visit and take care of their loved one admitted to hospital in China because they belong to great, collective families. Compared to Scandinavian families there is also a consciousness of the importance of family care, although the small nuclear family is the responsible part.[38] In this condition the daughter also wanted to negotiate in order to minimize the differences by effecting the nurses’ explanations to her family members;

*P*: *A huge number from our family came and it was somewhat problematic, but the nurse explained that all of us could not visit our father simultaneously.*

In other situations the daughter supports the fact that rules have to be taken into account in order to limit the number of visitors in a specialised unit in hospital. However, the daughter was very satisfied when the nurses arranged a single room for her father at the terminal phase, where all the family members could stay together. In addition, the daughter emphasized the importance of supporting each other when a loved one is dying;

*P*: *In Chinese culture we strive to include the family whenever a person is ill. At the time when someone passes away most of the family have to stay nearby so that the dying person is not left alone.*

Although the fulfilment of this need is argued in relation to Chinese cultural tradition, the way of support by staying together could be substantiated by the theory of crises and recent research in coping with grief and sorrow in all families.[39, 40]

The daughter expressed her offensive positioning towards issues related to the philosophy of life and religion. She quotes: "*Religion was a non-theme in hospital,*" although the whole family are Buddhists. However, the family used Buddhist rituals when the father died; "*We dressed him in line with the Buddhist tradition*." This is interpreted in the way that the family suppress practicing religion when their loved one is admitted to hospital by adapting the routines so as not to interrupt other patients or families in the Norwegian hospitals. At the same time, the daughter and her family were given a good opportunity by the nurses to fulfill their religious traditions and rituals at the same hospital.

There are similar core qualities to promote a peaceful death across cultures when caring for terminally ill patients in spite of different sociocultural traditions and religions. In Buddhism, the following qualities are important when dying: facilitating the patient’s attendance of a peaceful mind, relieve suffering, that family members accept the patient’s death and that the patient is not left alone.[41]

Differences between cultures became conspicuous regarding analgesics or when questions arise about how to relief pain; "*He did not get very much of it (analgesic). He had his ginseng which he took.*" The patient and his family had confidence in their own culture’s methods to relieve pain,
and the patient got his own alternative drinks or pills in addition to ordinary medication. At the end of his life the father had a lot of pain and then he asked for analgesics: "Do whatever you can, just relieve the pain". In a situation following intense pain the Chinese father sought help in Western medicine, even though he had previously trusted Chinese medicine. This shift may be based on a good experience of Western medicine, or it may be a result of being critically ill, and then it is hard to express his choices and more or less appreciate what Western medicine offers. This is also an example of how to combine complementary and alternative medicine with Western medical tradition.\footnote{42}

The difference between Norwegian and Chinese hospitals and the family’s expectations regarding participation in care was expressed by the daughter in the following way:

\textit{P: In China everything is in order, in the way that the family has to help the patient a lot. The nurses do not take care of the patient's daily life at all; even in the intensive care unit the family members do a lot themselves. Here (in Norway) it is quite different. The nurses do everything.}

Regarding nursing care in hospitals there is traditionally a power imbalance between the staff and patients, which may be described as an ideological dilemma. Moreover, there has been a shift in the subjectification of the patient from a view that constituted the patient as a set of problematic pathological categories to a way of knowing the patient as more than an object of clinical attention or recognizing the patient as more than a body.\footnote{43} The powerlessness of patients in terms of non-compliance could be understood as professional dominance over health care issues. The re-conceptualization of the nurse-patient role has transformed the view of the patients into being active participants in their own health care in the last decade.\footnote{44} Furthermore, the aspects of power are based upon the social construction of nurses characterizing patient labels as "good" and "bad".\footnote{45} A situation that often enables powerlessness is when nurses refrain from sharing their knowledge and decision-making powers with patients.\footnote{46}

A younger sister (participant) of the Eritrean woman grew up together with her in a country in Scandinavia. The sister was seriously ill and admitted to an ICU at the moment of the interview. The Eritrean sister also described the family striving to understand and to receive the most justifiable information possible:

\textit{R: Do you and your sisters expect the nursing staff to give correct information or adapted information?}

\textit{P: I do expect something like this: In our culture we don’t say anything directly. Especially regarding death, we don’t say: "You are going to die". We rather say: "You are going to be well" and in that way we give hope, because when you later on die, you die. Since I have been here for quite a long time I do want to know what is going to happen with my sister; however I don’t tell it all to my aunts and uncles. To them I tell it in other ways. I have told the nurses to tell me the correct things, for instance how things work and so on.}

\textit{R: In your culture you do not want the truth directly, rather to build hope and expectation. Do you have the impression that the physicians are hesitant, that they are unaware about your culture or other things?}

\textit{P: No, I don’t know. I can’t really say how they experienced it, but …. Since we were a great many and they are quite different, we have met a doctor once or twice, and there are no particular ones. If you are concentrated and listen to what they say and what happens, then it works.}

\textit{R: There are great differences among your family members regarding language, where you live, your educational background, your age and so on . . . .}

\textit{P: When I translate I do tell her (sister) something, but I do not tell her everything. I do adapt what I tell her. In our culture it is so that if she wakes up we don’t tell her everything that has been said. We will say: "You are well, you’re going to improve, you have got your medicine, you will be healthy, don’t lose ….", although we do know what will happen. We don’t tell the whole truth.}

This woman seems to take a paternalistic position when informing the patient about her health condition, and she criticizes the Norwegian nurses who want to tell the biomedical facts directly to the patients. This led to an interpretation that the sister seems to defend the Eritrean culture. She also considers what kind of information she will give the other relatives. It may also be interpreted as she has adopted a Western cultural attitude in the way that she wants to have the correct information about her sibling. In another way it could be understood as the sister relieved the nursing staff by translating and reducing some of the information to the patient (her older sister) in order to strengthen hope. On the other hand, this practice may stress the nurses because they have a mandate to inform patients understandably, in accordance to the biomedical status and the Norwegian health legislation.

During the women’s movement from the 1970s the female and male role have changed to more equal roles concerning the responsibility for home work and work outside the home, particularly in Europe, North America, Oceania\footnote{47} and in Norway.\footnote{48, 49} Furthermore, the nursing profession has been linked to female values\footnote{50} and to some extent male stereotypes.\footnote{51} Gender discourses regarding the nursing profession are described as constituted by a kind of power which may influence the nurses’ actions.\footnote{52} According to Foucault\footnote{53} power constitutes boundaries in the freedom of the subject and creates different standards of dependence and independence. A person being in a state of less power can feel some kind of powerlessness and suppression. Migration may be both burdensome and empowering for young
people within a family. Furthermore, the migration process may simultaneously increase their ability to negotiate about what their preferences are and create discriminatory dynamics among family members.\[^{54}\]

### 3.3 Belonging to a minority in a Western majority culture

In sociological terms a minority, often a linguistic minority, is an ethnic group in a society not belonging to the majority. In the following section some actual discourses occurred, like a minority-majority discourse, being a second generation immigrant discourse, and a gender discourse.

The term cultural and symbolic capital\[^{55}\] is expressed indirectly in an interview with the Vietnamese daughter. In the interview it was obvious that several social dominant discourses arose, which the above-mentioned daughter and interviewer referred to as interpretative repertoires.

The Vietnamese daughter positions herself as a Norwegian inhabitant and legitimates this by saying:

**P:** I have gone to a Norwegian school, I have Norwegian friends and I feel basically more Norwegian than Vietnamese, to put it that way. Besides, we speak Norwegian at home, in between both Norwegian and Vietnamese. Yes, I have a Norwegian cohabitant. I have my higher education in Norway. I lived two and a half years in another country while I worked there, however I will continue to stay in Norway. After the death of my father we thought about what feelings we had about the hospital stay of my father, about the staff and so on. That left us with very good feelings. But there was not much in relation to the fact that we were from another culture, while our father was in hospital.

These descriptions also point out how she had to defend the position she and her family were put into as Vietnamese by the staff, by the following example: After the death of her father the staff immediately informed other relatives about the staff, by the following example: After the death of her father the staff immediately informed other relatives about what their preferences are and create discriminatory dynamics among family members.\[^{56, 57}\]

In an opposite position, the Vietnamese woman described herself as an active, competent Norwegian next of kin, who always bothered others and who sought the information needed. Further on, she described herself as a person who had learned a lot about Vietnam and Vietnamese traditions. She also pointed out a kind of a Vietnamese spiritual belief in the expression: “They believe in the transmigration of souls”. The interviewer positioned the above-mentioned daughter in a state of choice by using for instance a question like:

**R:** I would like to ask if you speak like a Norwegian-Vietnamese or do you speak like a Vietnamese in Norway, because there seems to be a contradiction between your expectations and those of the Vietnamese society in Norway. There seems to be a clash there?

In her answer the participant negotiates between contradictory statements like establishing the identity of oneself or another, or by viewing “two sides of the same coin”.

**P:** In this interview I speak more or less like a Norwegian person. At the same time I see “two sides of the same coin”. I speak for myself. However, I got a lot of explanations why different things were done in the way they were done, particularly regarding habits and traditions.

Further on the participant described some of the rituals managed in the family as distinctly divergent, by being either Norwegian or Christian. The interviewer: “I hear you express that Buddhist, religious and ritual wishes were taken into account?” The Vietnamese woman replied:

**P:** Yes they were, and besides there were not many ritual actions in daily life in hospital, not until the last day of living. The most remarkable thing was that we all stood around my father’s bed and I was somewhat surprised when my brother pulled my father’s hair after he had died. That may distinguish us from others. And he (the father) had some special clothes on him and a so-called Buddhist garland of roses on his head. That made us somewhat different and others may have thought: “Okay, they are not Norwegian ethnic people and they are not Christian either”. This made a difference.

The young Vietnamese daughter was somewhat overwhelmed, and to a certain extent surprised when her brother pulled her dead father’s hair. Most of all she was wondering what the nursing staff would think of the Vietnamese otherness compared to the norm among the majority Norwegian population. Firstly, the behaviour was perceived as an overdriven act because the daughter was unaware of Buddhist rituals to help the soul to leave the body when a person has passed away. Secondly, the daughter was unaware of the nurses’ knowledge and understanding of the situation, which she presumably was unfamiliar with, and this made her assumption worse. When otherness occurs between a minority and a majority population, as in the case with the Vietnamese Buddhist family and the Norwegian nursing staff, they should take into account the understanding and belief of the other part in order to reveal underlying values, expectations and misunderstandings.

### 3.4 Methodological considerations

To establish rigour in qualitative research, such as collecting and analysing data from individual interviews, the researcher needs to maintain transparency. As an expression of rigour various criteria are intended to maintain trustworthiness in naturalistic paradigm.\[^{58}\] Morse *et al.*\[^{59}\] have argued for a return to validity in qualitative research in order to obtain rigour through using techniques of verifica-
tion, by the investigators themselves. In the existing interviews intersubjective validity was maintained to check the participants’ answers and responses. In this study a secondary analysis[60,61] of interviews was decided due to the need of exploring deeper understanding of first and second generation immigrants’ thoughts and experiences in life-threatening situations. As discourse analysis is supposed to disclose discourses taken for granted and underlying meanings in communications and relations/interactions between people, this method was chosen. Consequently, the analysis has shown deeper and broader knowledge of first and second generation immigrants and their experiences in encountering critical care nurses.

Due to the limitations of the sample and the relatively low mean age of the participants (mean = 27), the findings in this study would probably have had somewhat more varied positions and dilemmas with a different composition. Even if the sample is small it nevertheless represents different cultural backgrounds, various family relations and unlike status as immigrants (see Table 1). While the sample represents Norwegian immigrants the transferability therefore might be limited to Scandinavian countries. A research group of five researchers participated in the interpretation of the text, where all had obtained a PhD and all have experiences in studies of gender, nursing, culture and discourse analysis, working in different areas of the clinical and educational discipline of nursing.

4 Conclusion

Obvious indicators in this study point out that the women in the immigrant families with a critically ill family member mainly act as the caring person. In spite of this fact there are various dialogues which have been interpreted in the way that female relatives participate in different ways to show their caring intention.

According to the situation of being intertwined between cultures, several ideological dilemmas are revealed regarding different ways of organizing the health system in Norway. There are also dilemmas in how much each family entrusts the responsibility for their critically ill loved one to nurses. Furthermore, the anxious attitude among family members regarding medical equipment and nursing procedures on how to take part in caring activities was not associated with the families’ cultural background. This anxiety is rather seen as a universal human stress factor when a family is hit by a crisis like serious critical illness. To some extent the present study reveals some interpretative repertoire regarding the lack of encountering the patient as a subject, and regarding powerlessness in the patient role from the family members’ point of view.

Different habits and otherness between the Norwegian and non-Norwegian culture regarding death and dying are looked upon as educative both for second generation family members born in Norway and for the nursing staff.

The implications for practice might be that nursing staff has to take into account that immigrant family members in some way want to take part in caring activities with their loved ones and that nurses need to meet family members’ wishes by supervision, information and support. Furthermore, the nursing staff should not be afraid to ask families about cultural habits to develop their cultural knowledge when a family member is critically ill and admitted to hospital. It is also important for the nurses to establish a close relation and an open communication between the nursing staff and the patient’s spokesperson.

Further research in this area should explore attitudes and understanding of how to manage nursing leadership among patients and their relatives with different cultural backgrounds in Norway and other Scandinavian countries.
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